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Abstract: The aim of this paper is to present different ways of adopting and expand-
ing an open source learning management system to facilitate learning and educational
processes in the Department of Informatics of the T.E.I. of Athens. The flexibility and
ease of such a system to incorporate Internet resources within the classroom and the
capability of teaching beyond the classroom by providing out-of-class access to in-
class assignments make it a valuable addition to a student’s and instructors tool box.
Furthermore, the adopted open source technology permits the easy development of
different co-operating applications, supporting important educational and administra-
tive procedures of the Department.
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1 Introduction

As teachers experiment with technology in the classroom, it is important to recog-
nize that the role of educator has stayed essentially the same, to educate and inspire
the students. While teachers can continue to be highly effective with the tradi-
tional lecture-style instructional method, most of them start feeling that they must
attempt to stay up-to-date to technological advances, adapting to a more technology
oriented teaching style, although this takes commitment and time [1].

One of these technological advances that educational institutions are using is
course management technology, as an open source software or commercially pro-
vided. These e-learning systems are used for distance-learning and as supplement
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to in-class lectures by posting course announcements, homework assignments, lec-
ture notes and slides on Internet-based platforms and are called Learning Manage-
ment Systems (LMS) or Content Management Systems (CMS). In this framework,
different techniques and tools have been tested in an effort to facilitate teaching
processes and created electronic educational material at the Department of Infor-
matics of the T.E.I. of Athens. One of these, first applied on the spring semester of
2004, adopted an open source software asynchronous e-learning platform, named
cs e-Class [2].

Cs e-Class is a customized version of e-Class, an asynchronous e-Learning
Platform developed by the Greek University Network (GUNET), which in turn is
based on an Open Source software named Claroline [3]. The fact that cs e-Class is
open source software contributed to its choice over other available e-learning plat-
forms. Open source software (OSS) refers to software programs that are distributed
with the source code - hence open source. The open source license allows users the
freedom to run the program for any purpose, to study and modify the program, and
to freely redistribute copies of the original or modified program. In the past few
years colleges and universities have begun to produce enterprise open source ap-
plications like course management systems and electronic portfolios that compete
directly with their proprietary counterparts. These e-learning applications are lead-
ing a movement in higher education from proprietary software toward open source.
Open source software (OSS) has been extensively used by the Department of Infor-
matics because it gives the students the opportunity to work on and develop code,
which would otherwise be difficult to build from scratch, and gives them the chance
to communicate and cooperate with people all over the world working on the same
code. Furthermore, OSS can be easily modified to fit the needs of the Department,
offering the programmers the possibility to develop additional functionality at their
own pace without begging a proprietary vendor to include a feature. The software
had so far a satisfactory performance and any problems and bugs that have been
identified have been quickly corrected, sometimes with the help of other develop-
ers from the open source community [4].

Cs e-Class allows teachers to create and administer courses through the web.
Additionally, it provides a rich collection of services/features including group man-
agement, forums, document repositories, calendar, chat, assignment areas, links,
user profile administration etc. Having already used most of the services of cs
e-Class for two semesters we have been exploring the different ways this platform
could be used beyond the basic functionalities it provides. There is work in progress
on developing working procedures to use cs e-Class, as it is, to facilitate existing
manual tasks. The in-class and out-of class support adopted by the course of Ar-
tificial Intelligence and the innovative registration procedure and the homework
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assignments procedure for the labs of the same course are examples of success-
fully supported tasks by cs e-Class. The lab’s examination procedure for the course
Database I, is one more task that has been successfully preformed with the aid of cs
e-Class, where an easy and secure way has been designed for the testing process to
be conducted, using the group management feature of the platform and the facilities
offered by the Department LAN.

The spirit of open source is formed around diversity of input, recombination of
ideas, creativity, and collaboration. These are essential ingredients for innovation
and clear advantages to the open source philosophy. According to that another sce-
nario has been looked into. This is building smaller applications that cover special
functions, beyond those which cs e-Class is designed to offer. These applications
might either work separately, using the main platform to meet some specific needs,
or be incorporated into it as modules. Several such applications are being built. The
most interesting of them is a Graduation Theses Management System (GTMS), a
system that fulfils the needs of theses proposal, publicising, assignment, control
and presentation for the Graduation year thesses of the students.

2 Innovations Adopted by AI Course

In AI course we have very seriously re-thought the lesson plan in order to see where
technology can be effective. The transition from traditional lecture style to a more
technology-based format was not difficult because we already possessed relevant
course material. We have first used cs e-class as supplement to in-class lectures
by posting out of class information like the agenda of the course, announcements,
lecture notes, homework assignments and interesting links. The latest include ev-
erything from news, articles, relevant educational sites and interesting commercial
sites. Then we tried to find applicable in-class information like Internet resources
for demonstrations and we also designed our own web-based applications for the
same reason. Most of these home made applications are made as homework as-
signments by the students who have attended the course.

At the eginning of each semester, students have to register at the course in order
to have the right to upload their homework assignments and to apply to the course
labs. For being prepared to take notes during lecturing, the students can visit the
platform at the beginning of each class, go to the appropriate folder and access the
outline and the slides of the lecture. The offered information is public and can be
accessible by any visitor.

More sophisticated scenarios of cs e-Class use have been designed in order to
support labs. Four are the main issues concerning laboratories running: applying
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for registration, in-class training, out-of-class assignments and exams. All of them
need a very good organisation in order to be accurate and not time-consuming and
in all cases the support offered by the functionality of the platform has been proved
very efficacious.

More precisely, for labs’ administration, we used the Group facility to organise
the students in different groups of a specific number of participants each and then
we announced to the students the exact time after which the registration to these
groups would be available. Thus, the students had no more to wait in long queues
out of the lab’s door for being registered. The information about the remaining free
places in each of the groups was always available on-line so students could make
their application decision at their pace from their home or using the free lab room
of the Department or even visiting an Internet café.

For lab in-class and out-of-class- assignments everything is posted in advance
by the instructor of the lab and remains invisible until the beginning of the class.
Students can visit and download all needed information and upload their answer
before the end of the class or of any other existing deadline. After the instructor
corrects the assignments students can view their own marking and the instructor’
comments posted on their assignment page.

For all other needs of the lab and especially for the exams procedure the plat-
form has been used in the same way as in Database I course described in the next
paragraph.

3 Laboratory Examinations In Database I Course

Cs e-Class has been used for the laboratory session of the course and particularly
for the examinations. The course introduces the basics of Databases in two parts:
Database Management Systems and Relational Databases. One of the course’s
objectives -and the main for the laboratory session- is to establish a good knowl-
edge of SQL and a clear understanding of the use and manipulation of Tables in
Relational Databases [5]. Since laboratory sessions are based on the practice and
experience by use, the laboratory examinations must be done on computers and
specifically the laboratories’ equipment, which includes PC systems connected to
a LAN and -through a gateway- to the T.E.I. network. Databases may be locally
built (independent DBMS) or centrally controlled.

For the examinations the students have to show their ability to use SQL, for a
given database. Those commands are divided into three groups: database creation,
data manipulation and queries. Those groups are quite independent to each other
making the marking more difficult since a query may be wrong compared to the
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proper schema but correct under the assumptions of the student’ and for his/her
created database, making automatic correction and marking practically impossible.
Another difficulty is the available laboratory space, which entices students to cheat.
Cs e-Class has been used to solve both problems.

Fig. 1. Laboratory setup - lack of space

The major issue of human-based corrections and marking cannot be changed
from its roots. However, it can be thoroughly assisted. The usual way for written
exams is the collection of the papers and the scrutiny of each one of them, a process
that is quite tiring and time-consuming, as any examiner knows. Several solutions
have been proposed, including multiple-choice papers etc [6, 7]. Although, such
tools have proven their value [8], they cannot usually apply to cases where the ex-
aminees’ responses are not strictly limited or directed [9, 10]. Furthermore, labo-
ratory exams cannot -or better should not- be done on paper, since students’ ability
to use the computer is also evaluated. For programming code, automatic execu-
tion could be plausible, a case which has not been studied extensively [11, 12, 13].
Such system would be limited to a set of proper answers, inflexibly prohibiting
any relatively correct or properly approached response, which is not the best for
engineering students [14]. This case is under investigation and cs e-Class’ ability
to use external systems and embed their functionality to the overall system will be
studied.

No matter how the examiner evaluates the answers, it is crucial to have a simpli-
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fied and effective way of collecting students’ responses. At a first glance, a shared
disk space, allowed to all students for writing-only would seem easy and solving
the problem. A better solution might be private disk spaces allowing reading to the
examiner. The major drawbacks of such a solution are that there must be a clear
understanding of where the disk space resided and how it can be used (from both
examiners’ and examinees’ sides), that a file server is always more vulnerable than
a web-server [15, 16, 17, 18], that there must be an extra functionality for the server
to automatically -or when examiner decides- cease accepting write requests from
all or some students and that it does not help relate students’ responses to questions,
especially if there are different question sets for different students.

So is introduced the second major issue, which is the avoidance of cheating
or the simplification of detection among suspicious similarities in responses. That
can be easily solved with double or multiple examination papers. Additionally,
examination tasks that differ slightly and in such a way that one cannot tell at from
a simple glance, offer a good threat against cheating and a clear distinction between
original and copied thoughts. Such examination papers require proper handling of
tasks and responses.

3.1 Web-Based Tasks

Cs e-Class provides combined solutions for both issues. Regarding the collection
of examinees’ responses, cs e-Class has a fully equipped uploading facility that
can distinguish who saves the file [2, 3] and does not require any kind of specific
knowledge or protocol regarding file naming etc. Cs e-Class is a web application,
meaning that it is flexible and versatile for the user, robust and easy to maintain
from the other side. Things are simple and straightforward and any user connects
to it using a simple web browser over any Internet connection. Security also is
quite ensured since it is based on well-defined and proved protocols and programs
[19, 20].

The examinee sees the examination paper on the screen and he or she can copy
any given material (i.e. programming code) without typing hassle or errors. He or
she can accordingly upload the responses as file, while cs e-Class provides addition-
ally the ability for on-line questions and answers, should one use such a method.
The examiner can upload the examination papers any time and the same way that an
examinee can upload the responses file. He or she can also download examinees’
files, accordingly, knowing who uploaded each file, without having to enforce a
specific way of work or naming.

Our use of cs e-Class had proved very helpful, based on our detailed study of
these two issues. Cs e-Class can embody other routines or programs for additional
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functionality. Each computer in our laboratories has a specific IP address, which
comes out of a simple algorithm. It is ensured that each neighbouring computer
has following IP addresses, meaning that neighbouring computers will always have
an odd and an even IP. In such case, an add-on to cs e-Class distinguishes which
IP the examinees computer has and shows him the respective examination paper,
all from a single URL [21, 22, 23]. That gets even more complicated by including
time -or more specifically time zones- to the election of paper. So, all examinees
(of all classes) contact the same server, the same URL, but they get different papers.
Having the tasks in each paper resembling very much but being clearly different to
those of the neighbouring examinee, makes it practically impossible to cheat and
straightforward for the examiner to detect any plagiarism.

In Databases I the examinee usually submit three text files that include the SQL
commands that respond to the given questions. Sometimes extra questions may be
placed that the students have to respond in a more traditional way. Apart from the
previously described procedure, the examiner may have also a look to the results
(data) as placed in the database for an immediate picture of the results.

This solution has proved to be very helpful and very simple to use and adminis-
ter. Maintenance is also simplified, since past papers may remain in the cs e-Class
server but only to the professor and/or examiners’ disposal for reference or later
use. A pool of tasks to choose among arbitrarily is also possible.

4 Graduation Theses Management System (GTMS).

For Graduation Theses supervision, the professors expressed the wish to be able to
publish a list of (a) suggested topics and (b) information on the ongoing Gradua-
tion Theses they are supervising. This would eliminate the need of posting such
information on the message boards, save the students the time of meeting with
each professor individually and save the professors the time of going over the same
grounds with each student who was interested in starting his/her Graduation Thesis.

The e-learning platform presently used, cs e-Class, as with other Learning Man-
agement Systems, has not been designed for this purpose. So, the lists of Gradua-
tion Theses, supervised by each professor, were uploaded as static HTML pages or
as downloadable documents, rendering even the smallest changes hard to make. So,
it was decided to build a Graduation Theses Management System (GTMS) solely
for the management of the Graduation Theses of the Department, sharing the same
users’ Database with cs e-Class.

After the initial requirements’ analysis the project was found to be bigger than
thought initially and it should cover the needs of three categories of users, (a) pro-
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fessors who would like to upload and administer their students’ theses, (b) students
who would like to have an easy way of browsing through and searching for the-
ses and communicating with the supervising professors and (c) the secretariat who
would like to automatically receive application forms for the commencement and
the presentation of the theses, as well as being able to administer and search through
the application forms.

To build our system, first, web-design was chosen over client-server technology
because of its simplicity of use and the ease with which one can access the appli-
cation from any computer with an Internet connection and a conventional browser
instead of client applications. Also, both professors and students of the depart-
ment are already accustomed to such an interface. Our experience has taught us
that users are difficult and unwilling to be educated in the use of new applications.
So, we decided to keep things as simple and as close to the existing applications
as possible, without sacrificing anything in the way of functionality. Lastly, our
application should easily coexist with or be incorporated in the already existing
web based applications or those which will be designed in the future, sharing their
LDAP (Lightweight Direct Access Protocol).

4.1 Functionality of the GTMS

The system we designed based on the four basic users the professor, the student,
the secretariat and the administrator. The user visiting the home page can login and
perform tasks specific to his user type. The main functionality of the application
though, which is searching for theses, does not require the visitor to be logged in.

Searching is practically the only action an anonymous visitor can perform.
There is a set of ready queries by theses status (suggested, ongoing, to be pre-
sented). Additionally, an interface is provided through which one can search through
the database using a broad set of criteria that refer to almost every attribute of the
thesis; from a drop down list of professors’ names, to supplying a keyword to be
found in the thesis summary.

Additionally, the home page lists the theses we consider to be most interesting.
Those would be the most recently posted and the ones that will be presented in the
close future. Some short announcements/news are also available on this page. If the
user wishes to accomplish specific tasks he can login to the system. Care has been
taken to design the login page to prevent automatic logins using a security code and
timing out the user after continuous failed login attempts in a short period of time.
Let us note that the username/password used to enter the system are not stored in
our applications database, because, both and most other user data is stored in the
current LMS database and we have created a wrapper to access that data. This de-
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Fig. 2. The application’s home page

creases our control on the application and relies on the other systems authentication
methods; with all the advantages and disadvantages this may impose. However, it
was considered more important to give the user a unique username/password set
thus decreasing the need for administration of such data and simplifying things for
the user and the Institution. At this point let us describe the different types of users
and what each of them can and cannot do. Basically, there are four categories: the
professors, the students, the secretary and the system administrator.

(a) The professors. These are the most important users of our application. Con-
sidering the professors accounts are well checked before they are created in the
LMS so than no student or other person can get such an account and that the profes-
sors of the department are computer savvy and responsible; they have full admin-
istration rights for the thesis they create for their students or are part in. The whole
idea of this Graduation Theses Management System is anyway, to put the power in
the hands of well-informed and responsible users and let things run themselves. So
a professor can create a new thesis and administer the ones he has already created.
That includes changes made to the thesis description, setting the students who will
work on it, setting start and presentation dates and uploading files some of which
will be viewed by the public and some of which are private only to the professors
and students that are working on the particular thesis.

(b) The students. Students, on the other hand, cannot be allowed to have such
rights. With that in mind there is only one thing they are allowed to do. Upload
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a private file for the thesis they are working on. Thus, the professor can delete it
or set its status to public. There is no easy way, we can imagine, any harm can be
done by the student-user.

Fig. 3. The professor’s interface

(c) The secretariat. A single user account is given to the secretary of the de-
partment. Whenever a professor sets a thesis start date, the thesis appears on the
secretary’s commencement applications form’ list. Similarly, when a professor sets
a thesis presentation date, it appears on the ’presentation application form’ list. The
secretary can view and print out these forms. The data for the forms is filled in from
the data entered for the thesis so there is no need for the students to fill in a paper
and submit it. New forms are marked and remain so till the secretary chooses to
mark them as ’done’. It is easy to search through the forms as they are categorized
according to type (commencement, presentation), year and month. In case such a
search is not sufficient an extended search can be done too, using keywords, date,
students’ names etc.

(d) Despite the common practice we did not consider it necessary to give any
special rights to the system administrator. The reasons are: a) it is not the ad-
ministrator’s responsibility to manage theses, b) the administrator doesn’t need to
manage users either because user management is performed strictly by the LMS
administrator. To sum up, the system administrator can only upload news. This is
also good if we want one person (a secretary or a student trainee) to simply upload
news but have no rights to handle the database.
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4.2 Implementation issues in GTMS

The application was developed on a Pentium 4 2.4MHz, Fedora Core I Linux,
Apache, PHP and mySQL.

The first thing considered when choosing the Apache/PHP/mySQL combo was
the low cost of setting up our web server and application. The servers OS and
all the software used were downloaded from the Internet free of charge. On the
other hand, in order to use an ASP-like or other proprietary platform one needs a
Windows or other specific server, (e.g. IIS and SQL Server) all of which are usually
quite expensive. Also, in case of hardware unavailability Apache/PHP/mySQL can
easily run on any older and cheaper hardware that can be found.

Second, PHP does not require a deep understanding of a major programming
language to perform basic functions. Although it can be considered a programming
language that supports most features of object-oriented programming, especially
PHP5, it is easy to learn, especially for a student, since a lot of projects in our
department are worked on and expanded by trainees. Hence, it could be used as an
educational tool.

Third, the PHP/MySQL combo runs on most operating systems and is com-
patible with the three leading Web Servers (a) Apache HTTP Server for UNIX
and Windows (b) Microsoft Internet Information Server and (c) Netscape Enter-
prise Server (iPlanet Server). It is fast in its execution especially when compiler as
an Apache module on the UNIX side and MySQL server executes very complex
queries with huge result sets in record-setting time [8].

Finally, PHP is becoming increasingly popular. There are strong user commu-
nities, as with other OSS, and people on the mailing list are available to answer
questions and help debug code. This procedure helps students develop team skills.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

The demands on higher education require a fundamental change in direction—and
technology can facilitate that change. Open source e-learning platforms have paved
a new road changing the existing ways of teaching and learning.

Cs e-Class open source e-learning platform has proven a valuable, extensible,
versatile and powerful tool that can assist in many educational tasks in our depart-
ment. Although its main use remains the educational content management, other
uses can be supported with additional embedded or collaborating software.

A number of educational scenarios have been designed with success in order
to use cs e-Class for out-of class information, educational content repose and re-
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trieval, in-class supporting material during course lecturing, and mainly for labs
registration, assignments and examinations.

Extra utilities have been added to provide missing tasks. A Graduation Theses
Management System has been built specifically for the publication and control of
the final-year theses. Each professor can publicize a theme for a potential thesis;
he can accept messages, assign the thesis to one or more students, grant access to
specific users, monitor its progress and finally have it published as a finished thesis
for reference.

In the end of last winter semester, a questionnaire has been delivered to the
students who attended 4 courses and who have been asked to denote their satis-
faction or their discomfort of the implemented until now innovative educational
procedures supported by cs e-Class. After the completion of the indexing of their
answers, the existing problems will be localized and investigated in order to design
more acceptable educational scenarios for the next semester.

Furthermore, now, after two semesters of use of the platform, we can invest in
the teachers experience through thorough training, customization, and increase of
the level of adoption. We intend also to initiate a pilot program proposing inno-
vative teaching procedures for all courses based on this experience. Our imminent
goal is to convince all those of our colleagues who are still afraid of technology to
get involved, which is the real reward for all this effort.
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